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I was born in Ebenezer Mississippi in
December of 1955. I was raised in the
country. It was fun growing up in the
country, picking fresh plums, peaches,
apples, pears, strawberries, and, black
berries, while eating them, and having food
fights. I grew up in a loving home, and
became a Christian at a young age. I
became a backslider in my young adult
years, but God knew I was coming back to
him, and he blessed me, and he is still
blessing me to this day. I am so grateful
that God waited on me, and did not give up
on me. In high school I used to drag race,
on two lane highways, and sometimes over
hills at night. My heavenly Father always
watched over me, and kept me safe from
harm. In my teen age years, I dreamed
about becoming a Marine, or a Fighter
Pilot. I wanted to become a fighter pilot
because of the powerful jet engines. I also
dreamed of becoming a Police officer,
because Police officers drive fast, and serve
the community, and are committed to
helping others. I never dreamed of
becoming a writer. God had already
planned out my future for writing this
book.
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Love (Official Video) - YouTube Sometimes I hate every single stupid word you say Sometimes I wanna slap you in
your whole face (whoa oh oh) Theres no one quite like you, you push all my True Love: What Love Is and What It Is
Not - PsychAlive Following in the line of True Love Waits resources, Authentic Love continues in this legacy of
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Find True Love in 27 Days is dedicated to bringing the promise and the presence of true love and romance into your life.
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BOOK NOW TRUE LOVE - Schooner excursions, Inc They say you only fall in love once, but that cant be true.
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improvised stories exploring the reality of love in the modern world.
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